
Rigging and tuning an Optimist

Parts of the boat  - (What are they and what do they do?)

Trolley - with Trolley Label - Name and Sail Number
Bow & Bow Bumper
Painter -   fixing to the boat one loop knot  tied at approx 1.5x boat length.
Stern/Transom
Gunnels
Port (Red) & Starboard (Green)
Front Thwart
Mast Step
Mast retainer
Buoyancy Bags - keep them inflated (and ensure no water in tanks if you have them)
Centre Thwart
Dagger Board Case
Toe straps
Toe Strap Elastic
Mainsheet blocks.
Bailers x 2 - with retaining chords
Praddle/Paddle - with retaining chord.
Dagger Board 

inserting it the right way around.
Positon Upwind
Position Downwind
Dagger Board Elastic.
Retaining chord

Rudder 
Rudder Blade
Pintles - on the rudder and the boat
Rudder retaining clip
Tiller
Tiller extension - 2 ways to hold the tiller extension ( Frying Pan and Dagger)
Universal joint

The Rig

Mast



Mast head eyes/holes
Hole for uphaul hook/ or eye for permanently fixed uphaul block 
Burgee fixing - through pegs into top mast bung/ or separate fitting.
Uphaul Cleat
Kicker Cleat
Rivet/Peg for Twists
Measurement lines

Boom
Boom Jaws
Holes in Jaws for twists rope
Kicker Eye/Stop
Boom Strop - including quick release clip
Attaching the clue end
Optional pipe lagging for new sailors 

Sprit
Put your name and sail number on it.
Sheath/tape to protect it where it touches the mast.
On which side do we put the sprit? Why?
Spikes/hooks at either end 

Sheets and ropes

Sprit uphaul ( Sprit tackle)
Clew - Outhaul
Kicker
Main sheet
Main Sheet Blocks - Including the Ratchet block.
Sail ties - mast and boom
Twists rope
Retention chords for bailers and paddle/praddle
Painter - Whats is it for? How long should it be? Loop not at 1.5 boat lengths- why?

Sail

Clew
Tack
Foot
Luff



Throat
Head
Loop
Peak
Leech
Eyelets
Optimist Insignia
Sail Numbers
Window - How does this help us?
Battens 
Telltales
Leach telltales

Rigging the Sail

Rigging the sail on the boom
Clue
Throat
Sail Ties
Sail ties at the Clue and Tack
Kicker
Correct Sail Tie settings

Rigging the sail onto the Mast
Sliding/ tying  the sail onto  the mast
Hanking the sail on at the top of the mast. ( Top peg or Eye fixings: Top tie and Downhaul tie)
Fixing the Burgee
Not too tight or too loose.
Sprit uphaul: Hook, Strop, Halyard, Purchase block, Cleat and stop knot/rope end

Stepping the Mast
Facing the boat into wind
Lifting the rig into position
Attaching the mast retainer
Don’t turn the boat round and around in the dinghy park it twists the mast retainer and damages the 
boat.

Tuning the rig
Inserting the battens 
Threading and setting the Sprit tension
Threading and tightening the Kicker



Threading and setting the Clue
Setting the Twists
Threading the main sheet - correct way through the blocks, especially the mainsheet ratchet block. (How 
does that ratchet help you?)
Figure of eight Stop knot - long position for light airs & shorter for heavy airs

Fine tuning your boat for the conditions

Setting the Sprit tension
Setting the Kicker

Creases - (clue to top of mast) not tight enough
Creases - (tack to peek) possibly too tight.
Carefully check its 'just right' with the boom sheeted in 

Adjusting the 'Twists' what does it do and how should it be set in different conditions?
Adjusting the Clue
Strong Wind and Light Wind settings.
Mast rake measurement and adjustment.

Other 

Adjusting the toe straps for the sailor
Moving the boat ( keep the bow 'head to wind'. Push it backwards on the hard if necessary)

Packing up

Stop head to wind 
Removing the sprit
Undo the mast retainer
Undo the kicker
Lift the rig out
Remove the burgee
Untie/slide the sail off the mast 
Rinse with fresh water and sponge out the boat
Roll a dry sail around the boom for storage.
Sponge out and clean the boat. Rinse with fresh water if you can.
Put on your boat cover and ensure that your boat is secure on its trolley and in it designated spot


